SRI Connect
Senior Consultant
CANDIDATE BRIEF

SRI is a executive search and talent
consulting firm focused on shaping the
futures of clients and candidates
across the media, content, technology
and sport landscape.

With deep expertise in these dynamic,
disrupted and increasingly
interconnected sectors, we partner
with our clients to find game changing
talent.

What our
clients value
Depth and Focus
SRI is wholly focused on search and consulting across the media,
content, technology and sport landscape.
Outstanding Service
As an international partnership, SRI is structured and motivated to find
creative answers for each client. Our partners are responsible for, and
measured on, delivering every stage of our assignments, producing
superior results.
Insight
SRI starts each assignment by understanding our clients deeply, their
business, strategy, vision and culture, to ensure we are finding the right
solution, every time. We are curious and ambitious helping you stay
ahead of the exponential change affecting our industries.
Global Reach
We share knowledge across four continents, uncovering the world’s best
talent.

“SRI have consistently given me and my
team access to a diverse pool of high
calibre candidates from sectors and
industries that we wouldn’t normally be
able to draw from on our own. SRI
understands our industry and the
pressures we’re under. They have the
vision and creativity to deliver
outstanding results time and time again –
often in short time frames.”
JAN REESE
Chief Financial Officer,
Motorsport Network

The Role

We are a unique business and the people we hire are fundamental to
our continued growth. You can expect to work with bright and
ambitious people who thrive on making themselves and SRI a
success.
Our ambition has seen us grow globally, to 10 offices around the
world. The plan is to keep going. This is where you come in.

The Senior Consultant role is a key position within the European
Connect team. Primarily focusing on Media, Content, Technology and
Digital Acceleration.
We are looking for individuals who can demonstrate a very strong
customer service focus, combined with strong work ethic, resilience,
tenacity and the ability to prioritise effectively in a fast-paced
environment.

The Sector

Technology & Digital
Acceleration

Media & Content

SRI has been helping our clients identify, evaluate and onboard, game-changing digital talent for over 15 years. We
assist companies looking to build/expand their digital business
capabilities as well as companies bringing their own
technology products or services to market.

Winning in the attention economy. Content is king. But finding,
engaging and monetising an audience is an increasingly
complex, global challenge. Delivering talent who can lead
change and drive success is our speciality. SRI works with
clients in the areas of content creation, distribution and
monetisation across the full spectrum of platforms.

The Role
We are looking for someone who has a demonstrable successful track
record as a Recruitment Consultant and is looking to be part of a fastgrowing, ever changing business.
The position will be a hands-on billing role rather than a pure manmanagement role. Ideally, we are looking for someone with previous team
lead experience however we would consider strong candidates who have a
strong track record of billing combined with some mentoring and coaching
experience.
By hiring great people, we trust our employees to do their job without
micro management and heavy KPI's, instead we manage by results and
incentivise our consultants to perform at a high level.

The Role (cont.)
As a Senior Consultant you will be responsible for managing your own desk,
generating leads, putting together your BD strategy and implementation
thereof, arranging meetings and effectively managing both the client and
candidate process through to placement stage. The delivery will be
supported by a dedicated research function helping you to identify leading
talent across multiple industries.
SRI is a business built on a strong foundation of culture, values and a
passionate desire to assist clients to achieve their personal and business
objectives through people. It is therefore important to ensure that we retain
individuals who are a good cultural fit and who understand the importance
of a quality process and service.
Most importantly we require an individual who recognises the importance
of shaping the future of clients and candidates alike.

Responsibilities
•

Proactive Business Development of new clients

•

Effective management of current key accounts

•

Client Engagement, ownership of the Client Experience

•

Developing a deep understanding of SRI’s key industry sectors,
particularly media, content, digital & technology

•

Managing and actively working on the full recruitment process from
start to finish

•

Sourcing and approaching candidates via telephone and interview to
assess their suitability against specific client requirements

•

Producing accurate, informative and relevant candidate interview
reports and present the candidates to the client

•

Invenias database and network management including the
management of programme lists and weekly reports

Candidate Profile
•

Experience in recruitment is essential

•

Possess drive and ambition and a desire to learn

•

Be willing to work in an international environment; flexible and
adaptable

•

Have excellent communication skills including fluent written and
spoken English
• NOTE: Fluency in another language is a massive plus, especially a major European
language such as German, French, Spanish, or Italian, however is not essential

•

Be a people person; a natural at developing personal and professional
relationships

•

Be a strong team player who genuinely believes that together everyone
achieves more

What we offer
We invest in each member of staff because our culture is about supporting and
developing people into their own areas of expertise. We’ll offer you all the training
you need, you just need to bring the desire you need to grow and succeed.
Learning and Development you will receive:
• Tailored onboarding and induction programme
• Invenias database training
• SRI systems training (Office 365, GDPR, Skype for Business)
• Fully comprehensive Administration training programme
• LinkedIn Recruiter
• Industry sector knowledge workshops
• Mentor to guide you through your SRI career
Our positive, fun and supportive working environment is one of the biggest
benefits, but it’s not the only one.
You will get:
• Five weeks’ holiday
• Contributory pension
• Quarterly bonus scheme
• Tailored, comprehensive training programme
• Quarterly team rewards

Application Process
If this opportunity fits your profile and ambitions, please send your CV and
a cover letter to isawyer@sriexecutive.com
Closing date: 09 May 2019
If you would like to find out more about us, head to www.sriexecutive.com

www.sriexecutive.com

